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Prospects of Chain Rule of Differentiations and 
Inverse of Multiple Functions
Abstract
In this perspective paper I tried to explain that what will be the possible prospect of multiple functions in one and another through the chain rule of differentiation? The chain 
rule is a formula to compute the derivative of the functional composition of two or more functions. The chain rule provides us a technique for finding the derivative of composite 
functions, with the number of functions that make up the composition determining how many differentiation steps are necessary. The chain rule in that what changes I noted, 
how it can be modified to reduce the differentiation process of multiple functions in one and another and implementing that process in the inverse of multiple functions in one and 
another, further proceedings them through the chain rule of differentiation with all prospects. Here I claim that the differentiation’s chain rule is not changed but the sequences 
of finding the derivative of multiple functions are changed.
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Introduction
This perspective is about the chain rule in differentiation. For  other uses, 
see Chain rule (disambiguation). In calculus, the chain rule is a formula 
to compute the derivative of the functional composition of two or more 
functions [1-3]. The chain rule provides us a technique for finding the 
derivative of composite functions, with the number of functions that make up 
the composition determining how many differentiation steps are necessary 
[4-7]. The chain rule has broad applications in physics, chemistry, and 
engineering, as well as being used to study related rates in many disciplines. 
The chain rule can also be generalized to multiple variables in cases where 
the nested functions depend on more than one variable [8-11]. Now we may 
go further to our claim in this perspective mentioned in abstract. Inverse of 
multiple functions and then finding the differentiation with our all possible 
prospects through chain rule along with 1dy
dx
= . 
If multiple functions are there in one and another so finding the derivative 
would like be as follow:
Y=f(x(u(v)))
dy df dx du
dx dx du dv
= × ×
         
……. (1)
Here this can also be written as with many prospects by changing the 
sequences as follow:
dy du dx df
dx dv du dx
= × ×
dy dx df du
dx du dx dv
= × ×
dy du df dx
dx dv dx du
= × ×
dy du dx du
dx dx df dv
= × ×
dy du dx du
dx dx df dv
= × ×
Now we got all prospects and these are liable to find the differentiation of 
y with respect to x and note that the 1st prospect can also called as Inverse 
of chain rule formula. Now implementing it in inverse of multiple functions 
as follow:
1[( ( ( )))]y x u v x−=





dx df du dy
du dx dv dx
du df dx dy
dv dx du dx
dx df du dy
du dx dv dx
du df du dy
dx dx dv dx
× × × =
× × × =
× × × =
× × × =
Results
Firstly: Here my perspective paper’s claim is completed. i.e. If we go on 
changing the sequences in the chain rule of calculus and, then formed 
the many prospects. Secondly, Implementing them in Inverse of multiple 
functions, and then finding the differentiation with our all possible prospects 
through chain rule along with 1dy
dx
= . [11-15]
In order to get the more clarifications about the Inverse of multiple functions 
here is a solved example with Inverse of chain rule formula as follow:
11) [log(sin(cos(tan )))]





Now find the differentiation with our prospects as follow:
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2( sin(tan )).cos 1
sin(cos(tan ))
2) [sin(cos(cot ))] 1
log[sin(cos(cot )]
1cos(cos(tan )) ( sin(cot )) 1.
sin(cos(cot ))






















sec (cos ).cos(tan(cos )).( cos 2(sin(tan(cos )))). 1
x
x y x





Similarly further prospects can be solved for any of the multiple functions 
[15-20].
Conclusion
I conclude that this is perspective paper and the claim of ours was only to 
show the possible prospects, inverse of multiple functions chain rule to the 
world and the differentiation is=1. I hope so this is going to give a direction 
to the branch of calculus.
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